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ABSTRACT 

‘Healthy’ is the new ‘Happy’ is an informative project aimed towards helping students,             

especially those in secondary school, understand that regular exercise from young can            

prevent obesity-related problems as they grow older and, therefore, develop healthy           

lifestyles. It allows them to apply the knowledge and routines on their own as they grow                

older. The project provides users with helpful information regarding health and welfare            

in terms of staying healthy, the consequences of obesity, personally created exercise            

descriptions, workout routines etc. to guide them through their fitness journeys and            

answer any doubts they may have regarding exercise. With more youths being exposed             

to the Internet and social media, we have taken advantage of online platforms such as               

Instagram to post different facts regarding one’s health for them to read and             

understand, allowing them to be constantly updated with our posts and, thus, learn             

more about the benefits of exercise. 

 

 

1       INTRODUCTION 

1.1    Rationale 

We think that a significant number of students lack the knowledge or motivation to lead               

a healthy lifestyle. According to the Ministry of Health, 36.2% of Singaporeans aged 18              

to 69 were overweight in 2018 while 13% of children in mainstream schools were              

overweight in 2017, an increase from 11% in 2011. The National Health Survey 2010              

also showed 1.7 million Singaporeans with a Body Mass Index of 23 or greater, making               

them prone to developing obesity-related diseases. 
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1.2    Objectives 

Through this project, we aimed to: 

1. Share with students ways to stay healthy from young through frequent exercise 

to prevent them from experiencing obesity-related diseases in future. 

2. Help them develop healthy lifestyles and habits, eventually allowing them to 

apply the knowledge and routines on their own as they grow older. 

3. Provide them with some fun activities and workouts that can be done anywhere             

and anytime, and with friends and family, making their fitness journey fun and             

meaningful, resulting in them exercising frequently. 

 

1.3   Target Audience 

The target audience were secondary school students, especially those in upper           

secondary. 

 

1.4   Resources 

The main resource created was an informative website consisting of facts and statistics             

on general health such as the consequences of obesity and regular exercise,            

inspirational stories, methods to enjoy exercising, suggested exercises and descriptions          

on how to properly do them, dietary facts and exercise plans. Other resources included              

an Instagram account, infographics and motivational posters. 
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Website 

 

Posters and Infographics 
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Social Media Page 
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2    REVIEW 

When carrying out our own research before creating our product, we came across many              

websites containing facts and statistics on health, motivational quotes and stories, diet            

plans or proper ways to exercise. However, none of them contained everything in a              

single website. Hence, we thought that it would be a good idea to combine all these                

contents into one website to make it more convenient and effective for readers to find               

what they were looking for. 

 

3      METHODOLOGY 

3.1   Needs Analysis 

A needs analysis was conducted to ensure that our project would be relevant and              

effective in helping the target audience. We surveyed some of our schoolmates and             

peers as they were our target audience, to find out their weekly exercise routines and               

reasons for not exercising regularly for those with infrequent exercise schedules.           

Through this, we realised that a significant proportion of surveyees rarely or did not              

exercise at all, with many of them either being too lazy, having insufficient time or               

motivation to exercise regularly. Hence, we felt that this project would be effective in              

helping these people understand how to overcome their problems and start making            

improvements on their exercise routines, thus leading a healthier and more active            

lifestyle. 
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3.2   Survey Results 

No exercise 
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Infrequent exercise 
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Frequent exercise 

3.3   Development of Resources 

Website: https://sites.google.com/view/projecthealthyliving/home 

 

Sample of Health Facts (Consequences of Obesity) 
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https://sites.google.com/view/projecthealthyliving/home


 

We researched some general health facts concerning obesity and the different benefits            

of living healthily. We included infographics and statistics to help the target audience             

deepen their understanding of the importance of staying healthy. 

 

Sample of Motivation (Inspiring stories) 

 

A sample of the inspiring stories, ranging from athletes suffering from disabilities to             

poverty, all of whom overcame adversities in life, to motivate them to lead healthier              

lives. 

 

Sample of Description of Exercises 
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We included a range of exercises and classified them into different muscle groups. We              

gave simple descriptions on the benefits of training the different muscle groups, brief             

descriptions of exercises, different steps to doing the exercises and demonstration           

videos showing how to do them. 

 

 

Sample of Losing Weight through Diet 

 

We provided some information on how to healthily lose weight through the means of a               

healthy diet. 
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Sample of Exercise Plans (Building Muscles) 

 

We provided exercise plans for the various muscle groups for them to follow to help               

them reach their goals more effectively. 

 

 

Sample of Fun Activities 

 
We provided some fun activities like workout bingos and checklists for them to have fun               

when exercising. 
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3.4   Pilot Test 

A pilot test was administered to several of our schoolmates, including our juniors and              

batchmates, as well as friends from other schools and siblings of similar age groups to               

our target audience. In mid-June, when most of the information and exercise plans had              

been added to the website, we asked them to refer to the different aspects of the                

website whenever they wanted to exercise, such as the workout plans for their workout              

routines, motivational posters if they did not feel like exercising and infographics if they              

wanted to understand more about keeping fit through exercise. Before the final            

evaluation, we collected some responses from the participants and found out that many             

of them generally gave positive feedback about the website and that it had played a part                

in helping them keep active and healthy in different ways. This meant that our resources               

were indeed successful in achieving its objectives, which was to encourage teenagers            

to lead a more active lifestyle. The following are what some of our subjects have to say                 

about our resources:  

 

 
Feedback from respondents 
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4     OUTCOME & DISCUSSION 

4.1  Limitations 

The efficiency in completing the project was slightly affected by the current Covid-19             

situation, due to the many restrictions that citizens were required to follow, such as not               

gathering in groups and staying at home. The lack of physical meetings and             

face-to-face discussions prevented us from meeting as an entire group due to one of              

the group members being in a different class. As a result, we resorted to using online                

platforms like Houseparty to discuss our project and complete our products. We were             

also unable to meet with those who tried our website in person to find out the different                 

pros and cons of our website, causing us to only have their online feedback which may                

not accurately depict the flaws and strengths of the product. 

 

4.2 Future Expansions 

We could have refined our project by expanding to more social media platforms such as               

Twitter and Facebook to increase the number of people we could reach with our project.               

Another improvement we could have made would be to create more infographics and             

posters to better disseminate information and health facts to the viewers. Lastly, another             

viable option would have been to partner with the PE department to increase our              

project’s effectiveness.  

 

5     CONCLUSION 

Project ‘Healthy’ is the new ‘Happy’ was not an easy task, from the creation of the                

different workouts to the designing of the posters and infographics. It required countless             

hours of meeting up and working on our products, as well as other tasks like filming the                 

demonstration videos, researching information and brainstorming original ideas that         

would add creativity to our project. Through this project, we picked up several new skills               

that benefited us in our daily lives. Our creativity and critical-thinking skills were             

developed when thinking of different ideas to incorporate into our products and how to              

design our posters and infographics to make them more visually appealing to our target              
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audience. Additionally, patience was required to complete the demonstration videos due           

to the countless exercises and retakes done to complete that section successfully.            

Teamwork also played an essential role in allowing us to complete all our products              

efficiently and effectively. All these factors helped to ensure the completion and success             

of the project. 
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